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                    Abstract
Evolutionary anthropologists and archaeologists have been considerably successful in modelling the cumulative evolution of culture, of technological skills and knowledge in particular. Recently, one of these models has been introduced in the philosophy of science by De Cruz and De Smedt (Philos Stud 157:411–429, 2012), in an attempt to demonstrate that scientists may collectively come to hold more truth-approximating beliefs, despite the cognitive biases which they individually are known to be subject to. Here we identify a major shortcoming in that attempt: De Cruz & De Smedt’s mathematical model makes one particularly strong tractability assumption that causes the model to largely miss its target (namely, truth accumulation in science), and that moreover conflicts with empirical observations. The second, more constructive part of the paper presents an alternative, agent-based model, which allows one to much better examine the conditions for scientific progress and decline.
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                    Notes
	Throughout, we assume that Henrich (2004) provides the best existing model of cultural transmission of technological knowledge. Shortcomings shared by the original model and its application by D & D are, as much as possible, left aside, in order to focus on problems specific to modelling the transmission of scientific knowledge.


	For a discussion of the problems associated with assuming Gumbel rather than Normal distributions, see Vaesen (2012).


	According to D & D, \(N\) refers to the size of the scientific community. But since \(\Delta \overline{z}\) represents the representational accuracy of scientific beliefs, it is more accurate to say that \(N\) represents the population of available scientific beliefs (rather than of scientists). Nothing much depends on this as long as it is reasonable to assume that there is a 1:1 correlation between the two populations. In light of this, we will refer to these populations interchangeably.


	D & D are not alone in deploying Henrich’s model to explain instances of cultural gain. Powell et al. (2009), for instance, present an agent- based version of Henrich’s mathematical model to explain the emergence of modern behaviour in the Late Pleistocene. Everything we say here thus also applies to the results of Powell et al. (in fact, this kind of criticism has been leveled at Powell et al by one of us before, see Vaesen 2012).


	Let us stress again that experimentation, on D & D’s construal, happens before imitation. Scientists thus are assumed to engage in testing \(T\), not, as seems more natural, in testing their inaccurate, internalized copy of it.


	The main difference is that the model of Vaesen (2012) contains a third step, in which offspring also undergo vertical transmission (i.e. they learn from their biological parents). In our model, in contrast, cultural transmission is assumed to proceed only through oblique transmission (i.e. offspring learn from parents that are not necessarily their biological parents, as in step 2), simply because learning from one’s biological parents arguably plays only a marginal (if any) role in scientific practice.


	Note that one shouldn’t put too much weight on the exact number here. Different parameter settings will result in different thresholds. It is the qualitative point that matters: above a certain threshold, population size ceases to have an effect.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Derivation of Eq. 3
According to Henrich, assuming that everyone copies the most skilled individual, population-level change in mean \(z\)-value, \(\Delta \overline{z}\), is given by Eq. (2), that is,
$$\begin{aligned} \Delta \overline{z} = \underbrace{z_h -\overline{z}}_\mathrm{selective\;transmission } + \underbrace{\Delta z_h}_\mathrm{noisy\;interference } \end{aligned}$$

For a population with skill levels distributed according to a Gumbel distribution, we have
$$\begin{aligned} z_h = \mu + \beta (\gamma + \ln (N)), \end{aligned}$$

where \(\mu \) is the mode and \(\beta \) the spread of the distribution, and \(N\) represents population size. Further, for \(\overline{z}\) we have
$$\begin{aligned} \overline{z} = \mu + \beta \gamma . \end{aligned}$$

Finally, the transmission error is given by
$$\begin{aligned} \Delta z_h = -\alpha + \beta \gamma , \end{aligned}$$

where \(\alpha \) represents imitation inaccuracy, as represented in Fig. 1. Adding all this yields Eq. (3) in the main text.
Appendix B: Relaxing D & D’s first tractability assumption
What happens if one were to relax D & D’s first tractability assumption, and concede that belief selection is subject to the same cognitive biases as imitation? Put differently, what happens when imitators not only make inferior copies, but prior to that, also select inferior beliefs to copy from? Under these conditions, the relatively simple Eq. (2) no longer applies. Instead, one would need to deploy the following equation:
$$\begin{aligned} \Delta \overline{z} = \frac{1}{n}\sum _{1}^{n} \frac{f_i}{\overline{f}}(z_i + \Delta z_i) - \frac{1}{n}\sum _{1}^{n}z_i \end{aligned}$$

                    (4)
                

So instead of having only one best belief \(h\), which is copied by all, one now has several beliefs \(\{i,j,\ldots ,n\}\), that all come with their own likelihood of being copied \(\{f_i,f_j,\ldots ,f_n\}\), and with their own transmission bias \(\{\Delta z_i,\Delta z_j,\ldots ,\Delta z_n\}\). Without making any further assumptions, there is no way of telling how \(\Delta \overline{z}\) will evolve over time. In sum, the “best belief” assumption is indeed required for tractability. The only alternative for examining the effects of less selective forms of mentor selection is to switch to agent-based models (see Sect. 4).
Appendix C: Implementation of the simulations
Simulations were implemented in NetLogo (code available from the authors upon request). Simulations start with a population of \(N=10,50,100,175,250,350,500, 1000\) parents, each with an initial \(z\)-level randomly drawn from a Gumbel[10;1]-distribution, and a population of \(N=10,50,100,175,250,350,500,1000\) offspring individuals, each with an initial \(z\)-level of 0.
In each run, models go through two stages: transmission and replacement.
During transmission, each offspring selects—according to the learning biases defined in the main text—one agent from the parent generation, the latter acting as a cultural parent for the former. In particular, the offspring’s \(z\)-value is given by the parent’s \(z\)-value, minus the structural transmission inaccuracy \(\alpha \), plus an individual error, randomly drawn from a Gumbel[0;1]-distribution.
During replacement, the offspring generation replaces the parent generation, and the average \(z\)-level of the population, \(\overline{z}\), is measured.
Models go through 100 runs, after which the overall change in average \(z\)-level, \(\Delta \overline{z}\), is measured. To account for stochastic variation in simulation outcomes, 1,000 iterations were performed and results were averaged across these.
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